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1 Introduction 
This manual d臼crib臼 a set of functions for using image pyra皿ids on the 
Connection Macrune. Th臼e functions are an extension of 丰LISP which 
itself is an extension of COMMON LISP. The functions were d臼igned to 
work on the Connection Macrune 2 of the Northea.s t Parallel Architectures 
Center located at Syracuse University.The manual is organized 臼 follows:
• d臼cription of pyramids 
• na皿ing conventions 
• getting started 
• global pyramid variabl臼
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• pyramid primitiv臼
• horizontal communications 
• vertical communications 
• pyramid display 
• pyramid ir职lt/output
2 Description of Pyramids 
The routin臼 d臼cribed herein can be used to \\-TÎte *LISP programs for 
vision algorithms which use mwtir臼olution image pyrarnids to structure 
and manipulate image data. The implementation is d臼cribed in detail 
in: Pyrarnid Algorith皿s Implementation on the Connection Machine by 
Hussein lbrahim; DARPA Image Understanding Workshop 4/88. Basically, 
by using th臼e routin钮， the user can program mwtiresolution algorithms 
on the Connection Machine so that inter-pyrarnid communications will be 
executed efficiently. Exarnples of typical multir臼olution algorithms include 
the computation of depth from stereo or motion and image registration. 
Students here at Colmnbia University and also at Syracuse University are 
currently working on an implementation of hierarchical stereo correlation 
using this system. It is important to note that this system deals with 
pyramids where each node communicates with exactly four children below 
it, to a single parent above it , and to four neighbors on the same level. This 
system wowd probably be inappropriate for emulating pyrarnids with more 
general configurations. 
3 Naming Conventions 
The functioDB d西cribetl all use a new data structure called a pyramid (or 
pmd). This structure is actually composed of two pvars although this is 
transparent to the user. All the functions are written so that in most cas臼
those dealing with pyra皿ids are analogous to standard *lisp functions which 
deal with pvars. For example, to create a pmd the function is *defpmd (like 
? 
*defvar) and *set-pmd 仙ke *set). In addition, the following conventions 
are adhered throughout so that properties of functions and variable nam臼
are as obvious as possible: 
pmd!! All functions which end with pmd!! return a pmd. 
事-pmd All functions which begin with an asterisk and end with pmd have 
arguments which are pmds. 
事pmd一事 All variabl臼 which start 叩md and end with an asterisk are 
global pyramid variables (see se巾n on global variables). 
Th臼e conventions are similar to those for pvars in *LISP. We also adhere to 
their conventions; namely, functions ending with !! return pvar8, functions 
starting with asterisks use pvars internally. 
4 Getting Started 
To use the pyramid environment it i8 n创出8a巧， that the following two 
conditions are 皿et:
1. The number of logical processors should equal the number of physical 
proc臼80rs. (This will be e)阳lded so that the number of logical 
proc臼sors can be any 皿ultiple of four tim臼 the n umber of physical 
proc臼sors.)
2. The machine should be con直gured for 2 dimensions Hence, the num-
ber of proc臼sor8 8hould be of the form 22n where n i8 an integer. 
The fìrst condition can be met by attaching to the same nu皿ber of 
proc臼801'8 88 you configure the macrune when *cold-booting. The second 
condition is met with the :initial-dimensions to *cold-boot. To load the 
pyramid system, the flle "pyra.mid-e皿ulate" 8hould be loaded and the func-
tion pyra皿id-emulate i8 then executed. An example s臼sion which shows a 
start-up is shown in the fìle "pmd-example." Mωt of the commands issued 
in this 8臼sion are also contained. in the fìle, "pmd-init.lisp" which i8 the 
initialization fìle used for t臼ting the system. 
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5 Global Variables 
The following are global variables used by the pyra皿id system wruch might 
also be useful to the user. A variable of particular importance is *pmd-
level-numbe俨.
事pmd-number-of-Ievels串 the number of levels in the pyramid. 
事pmd-size* the size of one side of the base of the pyramid 
事pmd-self-address* the addr臼S of each proc臼sor in the pyramid. N ote: 
th臼e addr臼S臼 indicate the 1∞ation of the physical hypercube con-
nections that connect the proc臼sors.
事pmd-level-number* a pvar which indicates the particular level other 
than the low臼t level which a proc臼sor repr臼ents. This pvar can be 
used in a *when 飞o select only the pr但回sors on a certain level ( above 
the leaf level). 
6 Pyramid Primitives 
The following functions are for creating, allocating and setting the valu臼 of
pyramids and their levéls. They fo口n the basis of all pyramid programs. In 
addition, the *LISP function *let can be used to dynamically create pmds 
using the function allocate-p皿d!!.
(*defpmd pmdn祖e loptional pmd-initialization) 
(allocate-pmd! !) 
(*deallocate-pmd pmd) 
(*set-pmd pmd-l pmd-2) 
(*set-level-pmd level pmd-l pmd-2) 
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7 Horizontal Communications 
The following functions execute mesh commurucations within individual 
levels of the pyramid. They work according the scheme specifìed in section 
3 of the article "Pyramid Algorithrns Implementation on the Connection 
Machine." 
(shift-level-pmd!! level direction source-pmd &optional dest-pmd 
&key border-pmd) 
This uses the mesh on the specifìed level to shift the data in source-pmd 
in the speci鱼ed direction ('e 'w 'n 町、) and puts the reswting level in the op-
tionally specifìed d臼t-pmd and returns it. For example: (shift-level-pmd! ! 
1 ) e pmd-in pmd-out : border-pmd zero-pmd) shifts levell in pmd-in to 
the east and stor臼 the result in level1 of pmd-out which is returned. The 
border-pmd is used iIl the same way the border-pvars are used in *lisp 
commands such 槌 pret-grid!!.
(shift-pmd!! direction source-pmd &optional dest-pmd &key border-pmd) 
This is the same as the above function except alllev臼1 are shifted and 
stored in dest-pmd and returned. 
8 Vertical Communications 
The following functions execute top-down communications between leve1s of 
the pyramid. They work according the scheme specifìed in section 4 of the 
article "Pyramid Algorith皿s Imple皿entation on the Connection Machine." 
Top-down co皿皿unications either transfer (and 'combine) data from 1 or 
more children up the pyra皿id or from a single parent to 1 or more of its 
children. Children are :specifìed 础 'a 'b 'c or 'd. When commurucating up 
the pyra皿id an operati'on is specifìed which indicat臼 how the four children 
are combined before setting the parent value. The operation can be any 
parallel operation such as +!! or 串"
(send-level-parent-pmd!! level operation source-pmd &optional dest-pmd) 
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(send-level-children-pmd!! level source-pmd &optional dest-pmd) 
(send-level-child-pmd!! level child source &optional dest-pmd) 
(ave-pmd!! level source-pmd &optional dest-pmd) 
The command ave-pmd!! is used to make a pmd using an image stored 
in the lowest level and making each succ臼sive level above by averaging the 
four children of each parent. This is a typical example of a function which 
us臼 the vertical communication functions to make an image pyra皿id.
9 Pyramid Display 
Th臼e routin臼 can be used to print the data stored in a pyramid either 臼
a single level or the entire pyramid. 
(*display-level-pmd pmd level) 
(事display-pmd pmd) 
10 Pyramid InputjOutput 
Th臼e routin臼 can be lll?ed to store a pyramid or pvar into a fìle for use with 
standard sequential image processing routin臼 or for reading such a file into 
a pyramid or pvar for use with this system. Typicallya pvar repr臼ents an 




(read-p~!! "filename" &optional pmd) 
(write-pvar!! pvar 川 filename")
(write-pmd!! pmd "filename") 
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